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HOTEL MANAGEMENT CONTRACTS: BREACH OF
CONTRACT, TERMINATION, AND DAMAGES
Robert H. Wilson
ABSTRACT

Recent court decisions have redefined the relationships and expectations of
both owners and operators involved in hotel management contracts. What were
once considered irrevocable contracts that a court would enforce with an order for
specific performance are now likely to be contracts that can be revoked (but which
may carry the risk of damage awards). This paper looks at contract law and
examines several interesting hospitality court cases to determine the types of
damages that would be available in the event a court determines that a management contract has been breached.

Introduction
A hotel management contract is a detailed contract containing the rights and obligations of the hotel owner and the rights and obligations of the operating management
company hired to manage the hotel. All aspects of the operation and management of the
hotel-including renewal terms, management fees, payment of expenses and operator
expenses, renovations, operating budgets, financial reporting, operator's duties, termination rights, and length of contract-are some of the issues that are addressed in the
typical hotel management contract (Eyster, 1988).In addition, many management agreements usually provide that the contract is irrevocable and cannot be terminated without
cause. Generally, management contracts provide that either side is barred from terminating the contract before its term is expired unless the other party somehow breaches or
violates the terms of the agreement.
A series of court cases continues to define the power of owners to terminate existing
hotel management contracts, notwithstanding clauses contained in the agreements prohbiting early termination. The cases are Wooley v. Embassy Suites (1991); Pacific Landmark v. Marriott (1993); Government Guarantee Fund of Finland v. Hyatt Corporation
(1995) and (1998);and 2660 Woodley Road Joint Venture, Woodley Road Associates, Inc.,
John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company and Sumitomo Life Realty, Inc. v. ITT
Sheraton Corporation and Sheraton Operating Corporation (1998). A quick reading of
these
cases may lead one to assume that a hotel owner may make an early termination of
;
a management agreement and suffer no adverse consequences. I encourage the reader
who
is not familiar with these cases to review several interesting articles that have been
Ir
"ritten
on the topic. Michael Shindler (1997), James Eyster (1997), and Robert Wilson
(1999)
are
some examples of such studies.
i
L

X

While the law is evolving, the courts clearly point out that while an owner may have
the power to terminate or revoke an existing hotel management agreement without
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Pacific Landmark v. Mam'ott
In Pacific Landmark v. Marriott (1993), the California court clarified some of the unanswered questions from the Wooley case. Pacific Landmark owned a hotel on land it
leased from the San Diego Port District. Pacific entered into a series of contracts with
Marriott International (at that time a wholly owned subsidiary of Marriott Corporation)
and San Diego Hotels, Inc. (a wholly owned subsidiary of Marriott Corporation) in October, 1987. Two of the contracts were management contracts allowing Marriott International to become the manager of the two identical hotel towers standing side-by-side on
the shore of the San Diego Bay.
On December 3,1992 (subsequent to the ruling in the Wooley case), the owners sued
the defendant Marriott companies and sought damages for breach of the management
agreements. On December 31, 1992, the Landmark gave notice to Marriott International
of the breach of the agreement, along with its intention to terminate the management
agreements on January 31, 1993. Marriott International refused to leave the hotel, claiming that the contracts were irrevocable.
The court stated, using the Wooley v. Embassy Suites case as precedent, that "even if
a hotel management contract did attempt to restrict the power of the owner to terminate
the manager, such provision would be ineffective unless the agency were coupled with
an interest, because the principal's power of revocation is absolute and applies even if
doing so is a violation of the contract or the agency is characterized as 'irrevocable'" (p.
625). Again, as in the Wooley case, the court found a principal agency relationship existed, that no agency coupled with an interest existed, and found that the owners had the
power to revoke the management contract. The court also noted that when an owner exercises the power to revoke an existing management contract, it may still be breaching
the agreement and subjecting itself to damages for breach of contract.
No decision was rendered as to whether the revocation was a breach of contract, as
the case was sent back to the lower court. The parties eventually settled the case without
the court resolving the issue of breach of contract and damages owed.

Government Guarantee Fund of Finland v. Hyatt Corporation
In the case of Government Guarantee Fund of Finland v. Hyatt Corporation (1995)
and (1998)-a case originally heard in the District Court of the Virgn I s l a n d s t h e court
again considered the question of the validity of a revocation of a hotel management contract that had been originally intended by the parties to be irrevocable. The Government
Guarantee Fund of Finland became the owner of the property as part of a bank bailout of
Skopbank (the original lender). The Government Guaranty Fund of Finland ultimately
sold the property to 35 Acres Associates.
On March 21,1995, and again on June 8,1995 (the Wooley case was decided in 1991
and the Pacific Landmark case was decided in 1993), 35 Acres Associates wrote to Hyatt,
stating: "GGF, Skopbank, and 35 Acres consider the Management Agreement between
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poration cases. Both parties had stipulated that the issue is a question of agency law. The
court found that "an agent's authority terminates if the principal or the agent manifests
to the other dissent to its continuance. This well-established rule permits the revocation
or termination of agencies at any time by either party, even where doing so constitutes a
breach of contract" (p. 4). "The only exception to this rule is when the authority granted
to the agent is a 'power g v e n as a security'" (p. 5 ) . The court followed the reasoning used
in the other cases to establish that a power g v e n as security did not exist, that the agency
was revocable.
A careful reading of these four cases reveals the courts' thinlung and reasoning. They
are reluctant to change one of the basic tenets of agency law: an agency relationship can
be revoked by the principal (hotel owner), thereby terminating an existing management
contract. However, this revocation may be a breach of the contract and may subject the
hotel owner to a damage claim for wrongful termination or breach of contract. The courts
are more willing to allow a revocation of the contract and to order damages to be paid to
the management company than they are to force the performance of personal services
contracts. The courts will allow a management contract to be irrevocable under certain
limited conditions when the courts determine that an agency coupled with an interest
exists.
The cases are all clear on one point: most hotel management contracts create a principal/agent relationslup where the hotel owner is the principal and the hotel operator is
the agent of the owner. The laws of agency define, modify, and regulate the rights and
obligations that the parties have agreed upon in the management agreement. Many hotel
management contracts may be terminated without cause by either the owner or the operator, and contract law will be used to determine remedies and damages if the termination
is wrongful. While many courts have rendered decisions providing for damage awards
for breach of contracts, much of the uncertainty in the hospitality industry exists because
the courts have not yet determined what rem;dies are available in the event of an early
termination without cause of a hotel management agreement.

Remedies for Breach of Contract
The Restatement of the Law of Contracts is the basis upon which courts render decisions to compensate parties involved in a contract where one or more of the parties have
breached the terms of the contract. Even contracts that create a principal/agent relationship and are controlled by the laws of agency look to contract law in determining remedies for a breach of the agency contract.
The Restatement of Contracts (sec 345) provides the following possible judicial remedies for a judgment involving a breach of contract:
1. Awarding a sum of money due under the contract or as damages;

2. Requiring specific performance of a contract or enjoining its non-performance;

that an injured party will not be able to obtain a substitute arrangement, the resulting loss
may be recovered (when, for example, a management company wrongfully breaches its
contract, and the hotel owner is not able to hire a suitable replacement).

Nominal Damages
It is also possible that a breach of contract occurs and the injured

part^

suffers no loss

beneficial than the original contract. The party would be entitled to receive what are
called nominal damages. Sometimes, however, an injured party takes reasonable steps to
minimize losses but is unable to do so. The iniured partv would be able to recover the full

-

-

has a right to damages that "include expenditures mide in preparation for performance
or in performance, less any loss that the party in breach can prove with reasonable certainty the injured party would have suffered had the contract been performed" (Restatement of Contracts, sec 349, p. 124).
Contracting parties may agree as part of their contract that if either party substansum. The contracting parties agree aheadof time as to the amount of :the damages that
the breaching party will be responsible to pay to the other. Commonly referred to as liquidated damages, the parties agree to limit the damages payable or recoverable to a certain, fixed amount. Each party limits its risk for breach of contract to the agreed-upon
amount. Liauidated damages will be discussed in more detail later on.

The court must be able to determine with reasonable certaintv the amount of the loss
able for loss beyond an amount that the evidence permits to be established with reasonable certainty." The ability to calculate the amount of lost profits and other losses is extremelv difficult to ascertain when the contract calls for performance over an extended
years with certain rights to extend for even longer periods of time. A long length of time
left in the contract and very complex business arrangements can make determining the
amount of loss or lost profits a very difficult and complicated matter, even with the help
of expert witnesses. Anyone who has ever had to make a ten-year forecast of future hotel
revenues, expenses, profits, occupancy levels, room rates, utility costs, interest rates, renovation costs, etc. knows that it is extremely difficult to be precise with any degree
of accuracy. "If a business is a new one or if it is a speculative one that is subject to
great fluctuations in volume, costs, or prices, proof will be more difficult. Damages may
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owner termination caused by "negative earnings events" may not p v e rise to a default
and damages. (Hotel Investments, Rushmore, p. A3-56,1997.)
The management contract may also provide for early termination without cause at
the election of the owner. A typical clause of owner termination without cause might
read as follows:

I

If this Agreement terminates pursuant to Owner's election, Owner shall pay to Operator liquidated damages, representing the agreed, reasonable stipulated sum of
all losses suffered bv Operator because of such termination (including, without
limitation, home ofice and key hotel personnel commitmentsand loss Ef profits),
in an amount equal to three (3) times annual fees and charges pavable to operator
in the Fiscal ye& ended immediately prior to the date on which owner @v;s a termination notice to Operator. (Hotel Invesfments, Rushmore, p. A3-58, 1997.)
It is becoming more prevalent in the hotel industry to make an owner's right to terminate without cause a part of the management agreement. "For contracts negotiated between 1993-1996,23% of hotel management contracts permit the owner to terminate the
operator after a predetermined number of years. Termination fees are usually negotiated
as a multiple of the most recent 12 months' management fee. For chain operators, this
multiple ranges from 2 to 4 times the management fee depending on the length of the
contract's term." (Hotel Management Contracts in the U. S., Eyster, p. 29, 1997.) At the same
time, t h s also means that of all management contracts negotiated between 1993-1996,
fully 77% did not contain provisions allowing for early termination without cause. It is
clear that, given the recent court cases allowing for owner termination, more owners and
more operators must provide for early termination without cause with the payment of
some agreed-upon sum. It should be noted that provisions contained in contracts allowing for termination without cause with a payment of an agreed-upon sum are contract
rights that do not give rise to any claims or payments for default or breach of contract.
he^ are, in fact, options to terminate, whereby the operator agrees that an owner may
terminate the contract early
paying an agreed-upon sum. The termination that results
- by
- - is not caused by a breach of contract. ~ h e s enegotiated provisions for early termination
should be distinguished from liquidated damages provisions in contracts.
,

-

LJ

1

-

Liquidated Damages
With liquidated-damage provisions, both parties may agree, at the time of signing
the contract, how much will be paid or received if the contract is breached. The parties
agree in advance upon the amount of money that will be paid as damages for breachng
the contract.

A liquidated-damages provision "liquidating" the damages is merely agreeing in
advance what either or both parties will pay if the other party breaches the agreement or
materially defaults. With such a provision, the courts save time, and each party saves
time and monev because what must be proved in court is onlv whether the contract has
been breached.'If the contract has beenbreached, the court Gill refer to the contract to
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suitability of specific performance, mitigation of damages, liquidated damages provisions, and buy-out provisions.
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